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ABSTRACT 
Dimension-free Euclidean geometry over Euclidean ordered fields can be axiomatized in a two-sorted 
first-order language, with points and regular n-gons (with n = 3 or 4) as variables, and with a binary 
predicate standing for the incidence of a point and a regular n-gun as the only primitive notions. 
Euclidean geometry, both d-dimensional with d >~ 2, and dimension-free (i.e., 
with a lower dimension axiom stipulating that the dimension should be ~> 2, but 
with no upper-dimension axiom) can be axiomatized by means of various primitive 
notions, such as points as individual variables and a ternary predicate S, with S(abc) 
standing for 'a, b, c, form, in any order, a fight triangle' (see [6]), or, for dimensions 
~> 4, lines as individual variables and the binary predicate of line-perpendicularity. 
These results were comprehensively surveyed in [5] and [3]. Those we shall prove 
in this paper, which were stated in the abstract, bear some resemblance to the 
one proved in [4] for d = 2, and in [2] for dimension-free Euclidean geometry, 
stating that Euclidean geometry of unspecified dimension/> 2 can be axiomatized 
by means of points, circles, and point-circle incidence. We take this opportunity o
make a correction to [2], where in Theorem 4 "if n is finite" and in the Corollary 
on p. 458 "finite" should be deleted, as this hypothesis unnecessary and was not 
used in the proof. 
Let n ~ {3, 4} be fixed, and let/2n be a two-sorted first-order language, with 
variables for points and regular n-gons, to be designated by lower-case and 
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upper-case Latin letters, and with a binary predicate 6, with a ~ L standing for 
'point a lies on the regular n-gon L'.  We will show that we can define the 
notions of collinearity of three points, as well as the notions of midpoint and of 
perpendicularity, by means of which we may define segment congruence _=, from 
which, given that the geometry satisfies the circle axiom, the betweenness notion B 
as well. The equilateral triangles and squares will be required to be non-degenerate, 
although the translation to Tarski's [5] language £(B, - - )  is possible with only 
minimal changes in the definitions if we allow degenerate n-gons as well--i.e., 
those containing only one point. The choice is thus a matter of taste, and we find it 
more akin to the spirit of geometry to exclude the degenerate case. 
Thus one can axiomatize in £n both dimension-free and d-dimensional Euclidean 
geometry over Euclidean ordered fields for all d ~> 2. 
The methods used for n 6 {3, 4} cannot be extended to n > 4, so we do not know 
whether similar axiomatizations are possible for other values of n. A somewhat 
related result was proved in [1], where it is shown for n ~ {3, 4, 6} and k ~> 2 that 
a map from Nk to itself which maps regular n-gons of side a to regulars n-gons of 
side b is a similarity with ratio b/a. 
1. POINTS AND EQUILATERAL TRIANGLES 
We first define in 123 the predicate 0-, with o-(D, a, b) to be read as 'a, b are two 
points lying on a side of the equilateral triangle D, or one of them is a vertex of D' 
by means of(here al, a2 c D stands for al ~ D/x a2 c D): 
(1) ~(D, al,a2) 
:4~ al ¢ a2/x (al, a2 6 D) A (Va3)(3Xa4asa6a7) a3c D/x a3 • ai 
i=1 
) -+ A a iT~a jAAa iEX/xAa iEDAX~D ' 
1~<i~<7, 4~<j~<7, i(=j i=1 i=4 
which states that two points al and a2 lie on the same side of an equilateral 
triangle D or one of them is a vertex of it if and only if for every point a3 on 
D, different from aa and a2, there exists an equilateral triangle X, different from D, 
and containing the points al, a2, a3, whose one side shares a common segment with 
a side of D (given that two triangles can have at most six points in common without 
sharing a segment, he requirement that the two triangles hare seven points implies 
that they share a segment). That this is the case if the two points lie on the same side 
of the triangle D, or one of them is a vertex of D, is easily seen by noticing that, 
whatever the position of a3, we can choose X to be an equilateral triangle two sides 
of which include two sides of D, but whose sides are, say, twice longer than those of 
D. I fa l  and a2 lie on different sides, none a vertex of D, then for any choice of a3 
in the interior of the side on which there is neither al nor a2, an equilateral triangle 
X sharing a segment with D and containing al, a2, a3 will have to be D itself. 
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With o"s help we can define the predicate x, with ~c(D, a) standing for 'a is a 
vertex of D', by 
(2) x(D,a ) :~a6DA[ (Vb)b6D- -~a(D,a ,b ) ] .  
With a's and tc's help, we can now define the predicate )~, with I(D, a, b) to be 
read as 'a and b are two points on a side of the equilateral triangle D, none of them 
endpoints of that side' by means of 
(3) i(O, a, b) :¢~ a(O, a, b) A --,to (D, a) A --,to (D, b). 
We can now define the collinearity predicate L, with L(abc) standing for 'a, b, c 
are (not necessarily different) collinear points' (we omit commas between the 
variables inside a predicate whenever they are of the same sort) by 
(4) L(abc) :e :~[a=bvb=cvc=av 
((3D))~(D, a, b) A i(D, b, c) A £(D, c, a))]. 
We can now define the predicate A with A(D, a, b, c) to be read as 'a, b, c are 
the vertices of the equilateral triangle D', by (addition in the indices being rood 3): 1 
3 
(5) A(D, al, a2, a3) :~  A(a i  E D A ai ~ ai+l) A 
i=1 
((Vx)x~D-+(i=@lL(aiai+lX)))" 
We are now ready to define the midpoint relation M, with M(amb) standing for 
"m is the midpoint of segment ab (or equal to a i fa  = b)' by 
(6) /z(D, a, b, c, m) :¢~ A(D, a, b, c) A 
[(3cID')A(D l, a, b, c') A L(cmc I) A 
c' ¢ c A L(amb)], 
M(amb) :~  [(m = a/x m = b) v (3cD)tz(D, a, b, c, m)], 
which allows us to define the perpendicularity predicate _1_, with ab _L ac to be read 
as 'ab is perpendicular toac (with a ¢ b and a 7~ c)' by means of 2 
(7) mb _L mb' :~4~ (3acD)l~(D, a, b, c, m) A L(mcb') A b' 7~ m. 
It now follows from [6] that the equidistance predicate itself can be defined, first 
by defining Pieri's notion I (I (abc) stands for ab = ac) by: 
(8) I (xyz) :4=~[y=zvM(yxz)v(3w)(M(ywz)Awx_LwyAwx_Lwz)] ,  
1 A could also have been defined by A(D, al, a2, a3) :~  A/3=l ((ai 7 ~ ai+l) A K(D, ai)). We chose (5) 
as it does, unlike the previous definition, readily generalize to/24. 
2 The predicate Z is in fact a ternary predicate, but we chose towrite in a more readable manner. 
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thus equidistance is definable by 
(9) ab =- cd :4:~ (3uv)M(aud) A M(cuv) A I(abv). 
We can now define the betweenness predicate B, with B(abc) to be read as 'b 
lies between a and c' by means of (cf. [5, II.4.24]) 
(t0) B(abc) :¢> [(a = b v b = c) v (L(abc) A (3d)(da _l_ dc A bd _k ba))]. 
We can now replace in an axiom system A for dimension-free 3 Euclidean 
geometry over Euclidean fields (say, the one in [5]) every occurrence of -- and 
B with their respective definiens, and obtain an axiom system in £3. If we 
add to that axiom system the axioms (in which we think of all the defined 
predicates as abbreviations for the respective definiens; here ¢ (a l . . .  an) stands 
for  Al<~i<j<~nai 5~aj and a id  1 =-a2a~ ~. . .  ~analn for An- la  a' / \ i= l  i i =ai+la;+l) 
(11) (VD)(3abc)A(D, a, b, c), 
(12) A(D, a, b, c) --~ ab =-- bc --= ca, 
(13) ab=-bc=-caA T~ (abc) --+ (3D)A(D,a ,b ,c ) ,  
(14) A(D, a, b, c) --> (x E D <--> B(axb) v B(bxc) v B(cxa)), 
(15) (VDD')[((Vx)x c D ~ x c D') -+ D = D'], 
we obtain an axiom system in which points, and the defined predicates =, B, have 
their desired interpretation, asthey satisfy the axioms in A, and we know that the 
uppercase variables are equilateral triangles as well, for, by (13), for any three 
different equidistant points there is a D having those points as vertices, by (11) 
and (14), given a D, there are three points a, b, c, which we shall refer to as vertices, 
which are equidistant from each other, are in the c-relation with D, whereas by (14) 
D is in the c-relation with precisely those points x which lie between the vertices 
of D, and by (15) two variables D and D' are equal if and only if they are in 
the c-relation with the same points, so c does indeed stand for incidence, and the 
upper-case variables for equilateral triangles. 
2. POINTS AND SQUARES 
The case of points and squares is quite similar to that presented above, so we 
shall not repeat all the definitions and explanations made earlier. The definition a
remains the same, with 7 replaced by 9 throughout (so there are points a4 . . . . .  a9). 
Its interpretation however changes, and a (D, a, b) will be read as 'a and b are two 
points on the same side of the square D, not both endpoints of that side'. That the 
definiens holds when the points al and a2 are on the same side s of D, not both 
endpoints, can be seen by noticing that if a3 lies on a side adjacent to s, then X 
may be chosen to go through al, a2, a3, but with side-length twice as large as that 
3 Adding axioms fixing the dimension, we obtain axiom systems for n-dimensional Euclidean 
geometry, for any n ~> 2. 
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of D, and if a3 lies in the interior of the side opposite to s, then X may be chosen 
to be a translate of D in the direction of s by a sufficiently small distance to ensure 
that al, a2, a3 are on its sides. I fa l  and a2 do not lie on the same side of D, or are 
consecutive vertices of D, then choose a3 to be a point in the interior of a side on 
which there is neither al nor a2. The only square passing through these three points, 
and having a segment in common with D, is D itself. That it must have a segment 
in common with D follows from the fact that two squares can have at most 8 points 
in common without sharing a segment. 
Collinearity is defined by means of (4) in which all occurrences of i have been 
replaced by a, and A, this time with five arguments, i.e., A(D, al, a2, a3, a4), is 
defined by means of (5), in which 3 has been replaced by 4, and addition in the 
indices is rood 4. 
We can now define the midpoint relation by 
(16) v(D,  a, b, c, d, m) :<::> A(D, a, b, c, d) A L(amc)  A L(bmd),  
m(amc)  :-<::> [(m = a A m = c) V (3Dbd)v(D,  a, b, c, d, m)]. 
With its help we can now define the perpendicularity predicate by 
(17) mb I mb I :<:~ (3Dacct)v(D,  a, c, b, c I, m) A L(mb'c) A b I ~: m. 
From here on we can define - and B as above, and proceed in the same manner 
to replace these two Tarskian predicates in an axiom system for dimension-free 
Euclidean geometry over Euclidean fields with their 124 definiens, to btain an 
axiom system to which we add (15), as well as the following axioms, to obtain 
the desired axiom system: 
('¢ D ) (3abcd) A ( D , a, b, c, d) , 
(V Dabcd) (3m ) A ( D , a, b, c, d) -+ ab -= bc =-- cd =-- da /x 
ac = bd /x L(amc) A L(bmd),  
( '¢abcdm)(3D)ab = bc ~ cd =- da A ac = bdA ~ (abcd) A 
L(amc)  A L(bmd) -+ A(D, a, b, c, d), 
A(D, a, b, c, d) -+ (x c D ~ (B(axb) v B(bxc)  v B(cxd) v B(dxa)) ) .  
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